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abstract 

Against the background of van Fraassen’s advocacy of the empirical stance, I suggest that it is not irrational to 

describe the empirical stance differently, at least for some contexts of empirical science. I put aside physics and 

other natural sciences, as well as methods such as ‘meditation’ and ‘empathetic exploration’ and focus on a 

paradigm war in linguistic anthropology concerning the alleged universality of basic colour terms. Instead of the 

objectifying method of controlled experiment and observation, I defend the objective method of anecdotal 

description as exemplifying the proper empirical stance, at least in the particular case at hand.  
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introduction 

In his The Empirical Stance Bas van Fraassen endorses an epistemological stance of voluntarism and an 

empirical stance that discredits metaphysics and admires science. In order for ‘empiricism’ to avoid being 

accused of being a metaphysical position or belief, it should be considered a stance. A stance does involve 

believes (and is inconceivable without it), but it contains a lot more. Hence it cannot be identified via its beliefs 

and can persist through changes of belief. A stance is cognitive and non-cognitive at the same time. It is a 

cluster of attitudes including beliefs, but not limited to propositional attitudes: 1 

For empiricists I listed rejection of explanation demands and dissatisfaction with and disvaluing of 

explanation by postulate. Moreover, I listed the empiricists’ calling us back to experience, their rebellion 

against theory, their ideals of epistemic rationality, what they regard as having significance, their 

admiration for science, and the virtue they see in an idea of rationality that does not bar disagreement. 

Notice that not a single one of these factors is a belief. The attitudes that appear in these lists are to some 

extent epistemic and to some extent evaluative, and they may well involve or require certain beliefs for 

their own coherence. But none are equitable with beliefs. [47] 

Since the differing stances also involve value judgements and attitudes towards life, love, and laughter, 

their basis may be thought to be purely subjective, and not susceptible to rational debate. But if that is 

indeed what is behind than I cannot really take it seriously. … We need not look far to see that rational 

discourse is possible on matters that touch our values, attitudes, and commitments. … we too are 

members of a highly politicised open society in which ethical and ideological differences are precisely 

what are most up for debate. … So I’d just like to say: look around you, take part, welcome to the world. 

[62] 

One ‘of the most central attitudes in the empiricist stance’ is its ‘positive attitude towards science’ [63]; its 

‘admiration for science’ [47]; ‘this admiring attitude is not directed so much to the content of the sciences as to 

their forms and practices of inquiry’ [63]. This form of ‘objectifying inquiry’ [165-179] is ‘a paradigm of 

rational inquiry’ [174] and assures that the empirical sciences are ‘solidly based on experience’ [120], because 

of the method of ‘controlled experiment and observation’ [120]. ‘The bottom line is agreement with 

                                                             

1 All numbers in square brackets refer to pages of B.C. van Fraassen (2002) The Empirical Stance, New Haven: 
Yale University Press.  
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experimental and observational fact’ [152]. Further: ‘All three forms of objectification - objectifying inquiry, 

objective distancing, and objective neutralization - may be recognized as important aspects of normal science 

and as ingredients in revolutionary theoretical developments as well' [168]. Furthermore: ‘Empirical science can 

in principle provide descriptions and representations of any process we engage in’ [81]. ‘In that sense literally 

everything falls within the domain of science, in principle. [However:] It does not follow that what one gets to 

study in that way is precisely what one knew initially’ [170]. Moreover, with ‘minor amendments’ or 

‘adjustments’ this method of objectifying inquiry also characterises ‘other sorts of academic study’ 

(‘Wissenschaft’, ‘all disciplines pursued with academic discipline’) [165, 169]. 

 

Against this background of van Fraassen’s advocacy of the empirical stance, I focus on ‘objectifying inquiry’ in 

the sense of  ‘controlled experiment and observation’ and suggest that it is not irrational to describe the 

empirical stance differently, at least for some contexts of empirical science. In this paper I put aside physics and 

other natural sciences, as well as methods such as ‘meditation’ and ‘empathetic exploration’ [171].2 I focus on a 

paradigm war in the empirical science of linguistic anthropology concerning the alleged universality of basic 

colour terms. Instead of the objectifying method of controlled experiment and observation, I defend the 

objective method of anecdotal description (or perspicuous rendering) as exemplifying the proper empirical 

stance, at least in the particular case at hand. I chose the label ‘anecdotal’ because it is often said that it is the 

most damning term in the lexicon of scientific norms; the label ‘anecdotal’ points to the appropriateness of 

speaking of a paradigm war – where I’m borrowing the term ‘war’ from van Fraassen: ‘if the emotional 

situation changes, we suddenly see that the scientist is a warrior, not a bookkeeper’ [152]. In this paper my aim 

is not to convince the reader that the anecdotal method is to be preferred (instead of the method of controlled 

experiment and observation) in the case at hand. Primarily my concern is to show that the anecdotal method is 

within the bounds of reason, at least in the case I’ll focus on, viz. the colour war. In saying that the anecdotal 

method is within the bounds of reason I go along with van Fraassen’s ‘bridled irrationality’ [92, 97]: ‘an idea of 

rationality that does not bar disagreement’ [47] and which includes ‘rational discourse … on matters that touch 

our values, attitudes, and commitments’ [62]. Perhaps I should emphasise that my concern is not aesthetic, 

emotive, or symbolic aspects of ‘colour’ (words, concepts, experiences); nor is my concern hermeneutic or 

                                                             

2 van Fraassen writes: ‘Not only in meditation and aesthetic experience but also in empathetic exploration of 

someone else’s feelings or predicaments there is indeed systematic, conscientiously conducted inquiry. This 

process is cognitive and can be sustained and systematic, and yet is not objectifying in our sense.’ [171] 
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empathetic understanding of utterances of speakers of other languages (allegedly) using colour ‘words’. My 

concern is down to earth empirical science concerning utterances in various languages and the appropriateness 

of labelling them as colour words or basic colour terms. 

 

colour war: the Munsell paradigm 

In 1969 Berlin{ XE “Berlin” } and Kay{ XE “Kay” } (further B&K) published Basic Color Terms. In this book 

they argued: [i] each language contains Basic Colour Terms (further: BCTs); [ii] BCTs can be identified by their 

focal points (i.e. ‘best examples’); [iii] there are eleven BCTs; [iv] languages with less than eleven BCTs can be 

ordered on an evolutionary scale of seven stages. A BCT is defined (roughly) as an abstract colour word that has 

no linguistic roots in common with any other BCT. For example, a language at stage II has BCTs for BLACK 

(including dark colours), WHITE (including light colours), and RED (typically including parts of orange, 

yellow, brown, and purple). A language at stage IV has BCTs for YELLOW (including orange) and GREEN 

(including blue; hence sometimes called GRUE), in addition to RED (now typically including parts of purple, 

orange, and brown), WHITE (including very light colours) and BLACK (including dark green, dark blue, dark 

purple and dark brown). Contemporary English and most other European languages have eleven BCTs. Note 

that the alleged universality of BCTs across human languages, the theory of B&K is about, refers to these focal 

points only – borders between BCTs are allowed to vary widely across languages. In this way B&K claim to 

resolve the century old conflict between universalists and relativists concerning colour vocabulary in different 

languages. But actually, their proposal is hardly different from that of Magnus (1880), except for admitting only 

data that have been gathered using a particular experimental procedure. 

 

In brief, the experimental procedure to gather BCT data is to make an inventory of the colour words that are 

used by most speakers of a particular language and identify the BCTs using theoretically-steered criteria. Then a 

number of speakers of the language (typically 25) are asked to label 320 Munsell colour chips using only the 

BCTs of their language (or 329 chips when white, black, and a range of greys are included) and point to the 

‘best example’ (the ‘focal point’) of the respective BCTs (cf. reproduction of Munsell colour chart in Fig. 1). At 

the moment such Munsell data have been gathered for a few hundred languages and have led to some 

modifications and elaborations of the original 1969 evolutionary sequence of BCTs as proposed by B&K; these 

later modifications need not concern us here. 
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Figure 1. Munsell colour chart. All rectangles on the chart are saturated colours, ordered horizontally in terms of 
hue and vertically in terms of lightness (or brightness). From left to right: pink/red, orange/brown, pink/olive, 
light/dark green, light/dark blue, light/dark purple or violet, pink/red – hence the chart should be thought of as a 
cylinder. 
 

The adherents of what I’ll call the Munsell paradigm, of which the B&K 1969 theory is the most widely known 

part, favour the objectifying method of controlled experiment and observation, which, in this particular case, is 

based on two assumptions: 

1. The instrument that is being used to gather data, viz. the small plasticized cardboard showing a number of 

saturated colours from the Munsell Book of Colors (see Fig. 1) and the instructions how to use it to gather 

data on colour words and the foci of BCTs, exhaustively define what colour is. 

2. The domain of colour is universal and autonomous in the sense that colour is readily abstracted as a 

property of objects and/or is readily identified as part of our experience. 

 

the colour war: the anecdotal paradigm 

The anecdotal paradigm reinterprets data, method, and results of the Munsell paradigm. It suggests that the 

evolutionary sequence measured by B&K might be explained in very different terms. With the development of 

colonial infrastructures, the conditions that enabled them, and the social interests therein inscribed, 

representations of alien ‘experience’ began to be produced. European philology for example, became a venue 

for empirical studies that affirmed the denial of coevalness.3 It was the nexus of technology (literacy), of reason 

and faith, and of multiple conversions: from speech to writing, from pagan to Christian, from alien to 

comprehensible (Errington 2000). Once in place, language difference could become a resource for naturalizing 

the colonial setting. On the assumption of ‘universality’ such devices as ‘word lists’ and other routines of 

                                                             

3 The denial of coevalness is the tendency throughout the history of anthropology and related disciplines to place 

the object of study in a time other than the present, and to view that object through a technical discourse in 

terms of external forms alone (Fabian 1983).  
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translational praxis were developed. Colour, as a natural kind, an epistemological primitive and a semantic 

universal, figured prominently in linguistics.  

 

For over a century, linguists have been busy regimenting the (remaining) languages of the world and for an even 

longer period languages have been accommodating themselves to the dominance of western technology and 

terminology. At the same time psychologists (and later cognitive scientists combining the efforts of 

psychologists, linguists, and neuroscientists), have been busy ‘fixing’ the cultural universals for ‘basic level 

categories’ via narrowly specified experimental techniques. Hence it should not surprise us that contemporary 

research confirms the ‘universality’ it sets out to ‘test’. It is against this background that the data gathered using 

the Munsell method should be reinterpreted according to the anecdotal paradigm. 

 

On a simplistic view Berlin and Kay’s original 1969 theory was subject to immediate ‘falsification’. It excludes 

the possibility of having a BCT covering both yellow and green (call this ‘yeen’). For example Bickerton 

(1981:241), endorsing Berlin and Kay (1969), says: 

Spatiotemporal contiguity, although a necessary condition on [colour] naming, is not a sufficient 

condition. If it were, some language would have a word *yeen meaning ‘yellow and/or green’ ... 

The ‘impossibility’ of 'yeen' also follows from a theory in colour science that says that red, green, yellow, and 

blue are unique hues (Hardin 1988, van Brakel 1993). However, the language Kwakw’ala (among many others), 

does have a word for ‘yeen’, viz. lhenxa, that is: there are no individual words for green and yellow (cf. Table 

1). One might suggest that what is wrong with speakers of Kwak’wala{xe "Kwak'wala"}, is that their language 

hasn’t yet evolved sufficiently to label ‘true’ basic cognitive categories. The suggestion would be that at some 

pre-linguistic level the ‘colour space’ and its structure in terms of unique hues or BCTs is common to all 

humans, but due to local circumstances a language may fail to ‘map’ the universal categories (because it hasn’t 

evolved sufficiently). However, there is a scientifically and politically dubious character to this suggestion, viz. 

the ungrounded presupposition that European languages are at the pinnacle of evolution. 

 

Curiously Berlin and Kay do mention in their historical appendix that data collected by Magnus (1880) 

‘exhibited a unitary term including yellows and greens’ (Berlin and Kay 1969: 144). And there are numerous 

other sources reporting cases of 'yeen' (van Brakel 1994, Table 3). But earlier knowledge is left behind as 

‘inaccurate’ and ‘anecdotal’, while science and modernity progress. Kay (1977: 30) put it nicely: ‘The direction 
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of linguistic evolution is toward the precise and explicit speech of the analytic philosopher, the scientist and the 

bureaucrat.’ In some cases information about ‘yeen’ terms was lost because of language change or death. But it 

is precisely because of these changes that ‘checking anecdotal data’ with sophisticated experimental techniques 

will do no more than confirm the existence of dominance in so far the outcome isn’t already predetermined by 

the techniques used. Experiments in the Munsell paradigm measure how well the language investigated has 

adjusted itself to western languages (either ‘by itself’ or via its ‘standardisation’ by western missionaries, 

linguists, and anthropologists), rather than measure where a language should be placed along one of B&K’s 

evolutionary stages. The Munsell paradigm will respond that whatever evidence there might seem to be about 

regimentation of languages by centre - periphery effects, can be dismissed on a priori grounds, because such 

evidence is, by definition, anecdotal. The adherents of the Munsell paradigm will admit that the Munsell method 

has weaknesses and say they will be happy to consider any proposals for better objectifying methods:4 ‘One of 

the villains here are the Munsell-chips, whose limitations are known.  But none of the critics suggest other 

stimuli’. But anecdotal evidence is out of bounds. And when alternative objectifying methods were proposed 

(by French researchers: Tornay 1978), they were dismissed because the results could not be converted into the 

Munsell system (which was originally designed to serve the interests of American artists). 

 

The hegemony of the objectifying method of the past few decades (the Munsell paradigm) has only led to 

adding more epicycles to B&K’s original 1969 theory. In more recent versions of the theory ‘yeen’ is accepted 

as a BCT (though it is still ‘impossible’ to explain it in neuro-physiological terms) and other possible BCTs 

have been added to accommodate recalcitrant data gathered with the Munsell chart. However, the concern of the 

anecdotal paradigm is not primarily to argue that the occurrence of 'yeen' was suppressed by the Munsell 

paradigm.5 Its concern is to present a very different story of the construction of data in the Munsell paradigm 

and the order that is found using the Munsell method.  

 

Here is an example of anecdotal evidence illustrating different mechanisms of how the data get streamlined to 

confirm to the universality of the objectifying Munsell method and its two basic assumptions. Between 1892 

and 1947 there are five sources translating Kwakw’ala lhenxa as ‘green’ (see Table 1). Boas for example, 

                                                             

4 Quoted from an anonymous referee report. 
5 The BCT ‘yeen’ was only accepted after its ‘existence’ had been 'proven' for Shuswap by MacLaury  (1987) 

using the Munsell method  
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invariably glossed lhenxa as 'green'. Apparently he assumed that necessarily Kwakw’ala must have a word for 

green. But the earliest and the two most recent sources list lhenxa as 'green, yellow' - which will be confirmed 

by any living speaker of Kwakw’ala (at most a few hundred). Imagine that Kwakw’ala would have disappeared 

- not an implausible hypothesis: every year many languages disappear. Were it to have disappeared, lhenxa 

would have meant green forever (on the authority of Boas - the 'father' of American anthropology).  

 

Table 1. Glosses of Kwakw’ala lhenxa and cognates 
 

Dawson (1887) klin-huh green, yellow 
Boas (1892) tlen'qa green 
Boas and Hunt (1905) lhenx- green 
Curtis (1915) hlun-ha, hlin-nu-ha, hlnuh-stu green 
Boas (1931) lhenx- green 
Boas (1934) lhenx- green 
Grubb (1977) lhenxa green, yellow 
Lincoln and Rath (1980) tlnxa green, yellow 
 
Boas (1934) lhenxem green surface 
 lhenxemsta green water 
 lhenxemsta nomas green waters of old man 
 le'nxes green beach 
 lhe'nlhenxste'was place with green patches 
 lhe'nlhenxstoade having green colour here and there 
Boas (1947) lhenxeleqalha like, nearly green, greenish 
 lh'enxelexsem like, nearly light green, light greenish 

 

 

The Munsell paradigm will categorically dismiss the Boas/lhenxa anecdote. Such 'data' cannot support either of 

the two paradigms: only recently have sophisticated techniques become available to gather 'unprejudiced' data. 

So here is some anecdotal evidence concerning the internal workings of the World Color Survey, a large project 

carried out in the 1970s and 1980s using the Munsell method. Although the ‘rough’ data sheets of the World 

Color Survey contain a column 'field gloss' (for the so-called indigenous 'colour' words), this column is often 

empty. When field glosses are given, some are straightforward 'colour' words, but a variety of other glosses 

occur, which at a later stage of processing are often graded as 'basic' or 'non-basic' colour words. For example, 

in Kemtuik (Indonesia) 'dark weather' becomes BLACK and basic, 'kind of tree' becomes ‘purple’ and non-

basic; in Kuku-Yalinji (Australia), the field gloss 'unripe' becomes GREEN although it is labelled GRUE in the 

stage assignments; and in Mantjiltjara (Australia) the field gloss 'blood-blood' becomes the BCT RED, while  

'earth' becomes ‘brown’ as a WCS gloss, but is also referred to as ‘pink’ (in the stage assignment of speaker #7). 

However this kind of 'noise' has been eradicated in 'official' publications by the directors of the WCS (for 

example Berlin, Kay, and Merrifield 1991). 
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Examples such as these are rarely critically examined. Instead authors tend to take data at face value, without 

situating them in a context (colonial history, centre - periphery force fields). The presumption that the human 

brain is hardwired to speak English is all-pervasive. For example, in a recent article in the Journal of Linguistic 

Anthropology (Davies et al. 1998), the authors present a table showing the BCTs of Damara. For many speakers 

of Damara there are three options: an English, an Afrikaner, and a Damara word. The authors take for granted 

that Damara ≠hoa is coextensive with ‘blue’ and Afrikaner ‘blou’; !am with ‘green’ and ‘groen’, and so on. This 

may well have been correct in the 1990s, but then this would show the global diffusion of BCTs. Reports 

solicited by Magnus in 1880 said concerning the Damara (or Herero) that they employed a great variety of 

words for cattle colours and found it hilarious that Europeans used different names for blue and green. 

 

It is not that perceptive researchers have not been aware of centre-periphery forces. It is that such indications 

always disappear in later accounts and when crossing disciplinary boundaries. A pre-Boas source does gloss 

lhenxa as ‘green, yellow’ (Dawson 1887). Rivers (1901), after field work with Inuit in Labrador around 1900 

observed: ‘It is possible that the Labrador Eskimo examined by me had become exceptionally definite in their 

nomenclature owing to European influence’. But having seen the preprint of Rivers’ paper, the psychologist 

Ladd-Franklin (1902) read River’s work as support for Hering’s four unique hues saying: ‘the acute tribe of 

Eskimo examined by Mr Rivers have discovered for themselves that red, yellow, green and blue (and no other 

colours) are of a unitary character.’  

 

incommensurability between Munsell and anecdotal paradigm 

That it is appropriate to speak of a colour war is already apparent from the rhetoric both sides use. Examples in 

the text above are my statements that: ‘there is a scientifically and politically dubious character to this 

suggestion, viz. the ungrounded presupposition that European languages are at the pinnacle of evolution’; and: 

‘The presumption that the human brain is hardwired to speak English is all-pervasive.’ And the defenders of the 

Munsell paradigm will respond in kind. When being criticised for committing himself to the Berlin and Kay 

theory in Hardin’s Color for Philosophers (1988), his line of defence was: ‘Van Brakel douses us with a 

plethora of assertions about various linguistic tidbits’ (Hardin 1993). 

 

More recently it has become even more 'politically incorrect' to defend the anecdotal paradigm in connection 
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with colour words, because it is perceived as an attempt to undermine cognitive science and/or evolutionary 

psychology/epistemology. And it is easy to reject publication of a paper if its use of language is too rhetorical:6  

I should mention here that I myself am not a universalist, and also disagree with many of their 

conclusions. However, to claim that such scholars presume that the human brain is hard-wired to speak 

English is not ironic, it is silly (as is the innuendo that people who do Berlin and Kay-style research are 

perpetuating colonialism). 

Incommensurability as ‘traditionally’ understood is not merely a question of meaning (in)variance, but also 

observational and methodological (in)variance. In the case of the Munsell paradigm meaning, method, and 

observation virtually coincide, embedded in a metaphysical picture that keeps us captured. Data, method, 

concepts, theory; even ‘experience’ - all of them are artefacts of the Munsell paradigm. The theory of Berlin and 

Kay is a prototypical example of a Feyerabendian paradigm according to which accepted theories carry along 

their own facts, aims, and methods; hence the method used will of necessity produce facts that support the 

content and purpose of the theory. The goal of Berlin and Kay was to find interculturally valid laws for 

classifications in the domain of (abstract) colour, as inscribed in the languages of the world. Their method is a 

precisely prescribed procedure to gather data using Munsell colour chips. As facts only ‘colour words’ that fulfil 

a particular set of criteria count; in cases where the criteria are difficult to apply the default value is that facts 

confirm theory. The result is that the languages being investigated are not interpreted in any sense of that term, 

but a measurement is carried out to establish how well they fit a pre-established ‘structure of colour’, viz. the 

structure that is implicit in the Munsell colour system which embodies the Wittgensteinian grammar of 

twentieth century English colour words. Hence, in this case, it cannot happen, as van Fraassen says, that ‘the 

strict blueprint of objectifying inquiry in science (or in the humanities or anywhere else) is a tactic for success 

precisely until we encounter phenomena that break the bounds of our given concepts’ [174]. Because the 

Munsell method defines what it is meant to investigate, there will be no way to ‘break the bounds’ of the ‘given 

concepts’, viz. colour (further defined in terms of hue, saturation and brightness).7 

                                                             

6 Quoted from an anonymous referee report. Another referee wrote in response to a paper defending the 

anecdotal paradigm: 'The argument is that the world is internationally globalised or even Americanized such 

that cultural specificity is so ironed out that anthropometric measurement will confirm only that, mistaking 

results for universals (If only we had undertaken anthropology before the onslaught!).' 
7 Actually the Munsell system is a three dimensional colour space. But without exception only data for saturated 

colours are gathered in B&K type research; hence a two-dimensional colour chart suffices. 
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Nor is it the case that the Munsell method as objectifying method can be an ingredient ‘in revolutionary 

theoretical developments’ [168]. There is a paradigm clash because there is something fundamentally wrong 

with the method of objectifying inquiry in this case - to the extent that it can be characterised as an indubitable 

metaphysical framework. The only way the Munsell paradigm might contribute to ‘revolutionary theoretical 

developments’ [168] is via the ‘anomalous’ data it will discard as a matter of routine. For example, in the World 

Color Survey for 20 out of 110 languages, individual speakers are reported to use the same word in response to 

white and black chips. This information occurs only on the raw data sheets and, ‘obviously’, is not further 

processed. Whatever one might say about this white/black confusion would be anecdotal. In contrast, from the 

perspective of the anecdotal paradigm these and other anomalies in the raw data of the World Color Survey can 

be used to deconstruct the Munsell paradigm from within. 

 

In The Empirical Stance van Fraassen discusses meaning invariance in particular. However, it is not merely that 

the colour war illustrates the importance of methodological and observational invariance. There will be many 

other case studies that will do that. Also it is not merely that the objectifying method is primarily modelled on 

physics and anecdotal-type objectivity concerning ‘unique’ events should be taken into account in the empirical 

stance as well. Empirical sciences such as cosmology, geology, archaeology, and biology provide ample 

evidence of the need to accommodate ‘unique’ events in the empirical stance – though the colour war provides a 

rather typical example of a direct conflict between the objectivity of ‘reproducibility’ and ‘historical 

contingency’. However, the most fundamental clash is that the anecdotal paradigm disputes observational 

invariance at a very fundamental level. Even Darwinian and creation science agree on the uninterpreted data 

(the fossil record). But in the case of the colour war, the ‘reality’ of colour itself, what we see, is under dispute. 

 

Before turning to the (alleged) difference between ‘seeing’ and ‘seeing as’ and that of observational invariance, 

I’ll comment briefly on the way the objectifying method is opposed by the anecdotal paradigm at a rather 

fundamental level. It is not merely that the Munsell paradigm focuses too much on ‘expected accuracy’ at the 

expense of ‘increasing our information’ or ’what we count as relevant’ [87]. The objectifying Munsell method 

does provide ‘ accurate information about what it selected for attention’ [146], but it is not sufficient to ask 

‘whether it has selected well, whether it answers all or many important or relevant questions’ [146]. The 

Munsell paradigm doesn’t answer any relevant questions. Its relevance is negative in that it feeds lingering 
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thoughts about ‘primitive cultures’ and the denial of coevalness. It displays a case of science where the 

empirical stance has gone on holiday. Also the anecdotal paradigm isn’t interested in introducing ‘new 

parameters’ which ‘should belong to an accepted theory with a wider domain’ [164]. There is no such ‘accepted 

theory with a wider domain’ [164], both paradigms might share. At this point the adherent of the Munsell 

paradigm will invoke the neurophysiological or psychological theory of (colour) opponent processes (Hardin 

1988), whereas the anecdotal paradigm will dispute the relevance of most of the data on which the theory of 

colour opponent processes is based (van Brakel 1993). And when the anecdotal paradigm points to data and 

theories concerning the (empirical) mechanisms of centre-periphery effects, this will be dismissed by the 

Munsell paradigm as politics, postmodernism, or relativism – hence a danger to objectifying science.  

 

Further, in advocating the anecdotal paradigm it is not a matter of merely disputing ‘some generalisation and 

extrapolation’ [141]. It is not the case ‘that part of A [i.e. the theory of B&K representing the Munsell 

paradigm] was indeed solidly (but only solidly) based on Scripture (on experience, on experimental results, as 

the case may be)’ [141]. The Munsell paradigm is not based on anything except what is under dispute (viz. 

‘colour’ and the objectifying method). It is not merely a matter of the Munsell paradigm ‘maintaining the 

hegemony of the ruling paradigm’ [152]. Its hegemony goes much further, contributing to relations of 

superiority and inferiority in a postcolonial context. 

 

observational (in)variance 

Van Fraassen has argued (1980:15; 1986): 

It is ... important here not to confuse observing (an entity, such as a thing, event, or process) and 

observing that (something or other is the case). ... To say that [a ‘Stone Age’ person] does not see the 

same things and events as we do ... is just silly; it is a pun which trades on the ambiguity between seeing 

and seeing that … 

I refuse to give up the robust realism in which the primitive and I see the very same thing. ... The refusal 

to distinguish what we see from what we see it as, how we describe it, and what judgments we make 

about it, leads only to banality disguised as mystification. 

and this view hasn’t change in The Empirical Stance: ‘representing of’ and ‘representing as’ are ‘two aspects of 

representation [which] are to be kept distinct’ [146] and he stresses the difference between ‘events that happen 
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to us’ and ‘judgments involved in this awareness’ [134]. Further: ‘at the very least we must think of the 

representations of nature that science gives us as representations of nature as thus or so. The "as" indicates an 

interpretative element, and … the facts leave sufficient leeway to allow for representations as A or as B, where 

A and B are incompatible (in that nothing could at the same time be both A and B)’ [148-9]. However in the 

colour war there are no incompatible representations A and B of ‘the facts’, because there aren’t any facts that 

can be described in a neutral way. 

 

Does it really lead to ‘banality disguised as mystification’ to ask what the identification criteria are for ‘the very 

same thing’? As Aristotle{ XE  ‘Aristotle’ } said: there’s no thisness without suchness. Sortals play an essential{ 

XE  ‘essential’ } role in individuation (Wiggins 1980). However, event, thing, individual, or entity, are not 

genuine sortals. Only proper sortals are capable of delimiting what falls in their extension in a definite way (and 

even then doubts can be raised about the definiteness). Hence, how events or things are individuated is relative 

to the language used to describe them. This doesn’t mean that ‘anything goes’ - in fact making descriptions that 

‘work’ and are ‘right’ is extremely difficult (Goodman 1984).  

 

As to van Fraassen's plea not to fall for the mysticim of confusing 'observing' and 'observing that' consider the 

utterance: ‘There is another vovetas.’ Of course, you recognise a vovetas when you see one. It is a black vulture, 

or a common nighthawk, or a swarm of dragonflies, or a swarm of red skimmers, or a tornado. So, what do you 

see? Well, you are not expected to see either this or that or that or that, what you are expected to see is a 

vovetas, an ordinary manifest observable. Moreover, in asking what one sees, an abstraction is made which is 

typical for the scientific image: the detached observation based on the epistemological and ontological 

separation of observer and observed – van Fraassen’s ‘objective distancing, and objective neutralisation’ [168]. 

Instead, the use of the word vovetas may be so much part of the activities that surround it that the seeing hardly 

enters the picture. Having studied the evidence (Moore 1986), you might argue that vovetas is not the name of 

some gerrymandered class of objects, but more like a cosmological category, perceptually grounded in the 

observation of funnel-shaped configurations  (which the movements of most vultures, some hawks, swarms of 

some insects, and tornado’s share in the locally prevailing meteorological conditions). But this doesn't make 

much clearer what we see when we stand eye to eye with a vovetas, except that if one is brought up in the right 
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way, what one sees is simply a vovetas.8 One isn’t seeing ‘the very same thing’ as a vovetas, somebody else sees 

as a vulture or a tornado. One is seeing a vovetas or a vulture or a tornado. Seeing as only enters the picture if 

one has been trained to see the same thing as either a vovetas or a vulture (or tornado as the case may be). 

 

There is no context-independent answer to the question in what sense two people are seeing the same thing(s). 

This is in line with van Fraassen saying concerning the word 'world' that it is ‘a context-dependent term which 

indicates the domain of discourse of the sentence in which it occurs, on the occasion of utterance’ [24]; a 

domain of discourse is not neutral with respect to the sortals it admits. If people of different backgrounds start 

taking part in the same local world they will initially employ and display different invariants and affordances of 

this local world.9 This doesn't lead into things like incommensurability or relativism because it is the same local 

world shared by both partners and through interaction they will in due course march more or less to the same 

step (or be able to jump from one Goodmanian world to another), at least as far as ‘observables’ are involved. 

But there is no universal domain of discourse (the real world), which contains the very same things any observer 

will 'obseve' when faced with them. Moreover if we don't want to go along with van Fraassen’s ‘a world well-

lost’ [27] across the board and allow colloquial reference to ‘the real world’ – ‘look around you, take part, 

welcome to the world’ [62], there remains the clash between the Munsell and anecdotal paradigm as to whether 

or not it can be assumed that colour is part of this world. 

 

According to the Munsell paradigm what ‘it’ is presented as, is always already defining and referring to what it 

is a representation of, viz. colour. According to the anecdotal paradigm it is not irrational to see no colours. The 

important question is not whether speakers of, say, Kwakw’ala use one word (lhenxa) for something twentieth 

century European languages divide into two (green and yellow), but whether or not it is the same that is divided 

into two. To undermine the assumption that colour is autonomous and universal requires the anecdotal method, 

because the centre-periphery forces of globalising processes have virtually destroyed any relevant evidence, 

whereas any objectifying method will only confirm the status quo (where progress is measured in terms of 

                                                             

8 Putting aside that this kind of syntax suggests ontological commitments that may not be justified; abstract 

glosses such as ‘vovetassing immanently’, ‘vovetas happening’ or ‘detached vovetas part’, etc. might be equally 

or more appropriate. 
9 Gibsonian invariants are lawlike relations among different modes or dimensions of activity (involving social, 

cultural, as well as physical and biological factors). Invariants constrain the course of events in the ‘system’ of 
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adding alternative routes for the evolutionary emergence of BCTs). The objectifying method of the Munsell 

paradigm takes for granted that what people see when presented with Munsell chips is colour – which they 

might then describe or judge differently. In addition some ‘warrior’ rhetoric will be needed, because we have 

been trained or brainwashed to consider counterintuitive, if not straightforward irrational, not to see the world as 

coloured. Here I can only do some hand waiving to suggest that it is not irrational not to see colours. 

 

Consider a plantation on Bellona, a small island in the Pacific. It looks red because of an abundance of fruits. 

What does somebody, standing on a nearby hill, see down there? He or she perceives beunga'i. For a start, its 

worldly reference can be introduced with the following report by a human observer educated in the modern 

world:10 

seeing a plantation, with vegetation carrying an abundance of fruits of some sort, everything in the field 

of vision slightly vibrating because of the wind and thermal effects in the ambient air, a lot of red with 

purple and yellow tinges is salient (of course there is an abundance of green and blue in the field of 

vision as well, but one isn’t very much aware of that), there is a mood of pleasantness; the skin feels 

good, the smell is right, the sound, the taste, the whole body feels right, ‘things’ are moving in the right 

(Aristotelian or Peircean) direction; and so on. 

It would need great literary talent to convey a ‘full’ impression of what it is to ‘directly perceive’ beunga'i, 

without being exposed to it a few times. Any separation of beunga'i into a hue or colour perception, a smell in 

the air, an awareness of a process taking place, an experience of something pleasant or rewarding, a feeling of 

place, or whatever other components - such an analytic partition would be an artefact of the inferences of the 

interpreter, describing the direct perception of beunga'i in terms of primitives the observer fancies, has been 

trained to apply automatically, has borrowed from some scientific discipline or other, or invents for the purpose 

of describing something not described before in the language of the observer. Such inferential descriptions 

introduce many discriminations and distinctions: objects, parts of objects, properties, relations, events, 

processes, evaluations, and so on. But in the direct report of beunga'i (being here/there/around), the distinction 

made by count and mass nouns, nouns and adjectives, verbs and their tenses is not given in a straightforward 

                                                             

organism/environment taken as a whole. One's grasp of affordances is the attunement to such invariants.  
10 This is a rather free elaboration of the ethnographic sources (Kuschel and Monberg 1974). But there is 

nothing in the sources that would exclude the interpretation given. 
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way – first there is beunga'i; then there is analysis and inference. Moreover, when one directly perceives 

beunga'i, there aren't only manifest descriptive properties, but dispositions, potentials, affordances, attractions or 

threats. All are theoretical posits in the web of beunga'i and talk of posits in a web only arises after analysis of 

the direct pick up of beunga'i. 

 

Assume, visiting Bellona with the Munsell method, that it turns out that all Bellona utterances that have some 

family resemblance to colour words are like beunga'i in ‘going all over the place’ (when attempting to give a 

brief gloss of them in English). Then seeing colours might have to be seen as a matter of interpretation. As van 

Fraassen says: 

 

We must accept that, like Neurath’s mariner at sea, we are historically situated. We rely and must rely on 

our pre-understanding, our own language, and our prior opinion as they are now and go on from there. 

Rationality will consist not in having a specially good starting point but in how well we criticize, amend, 

and update our given condition. [139] 

 

Perhaps seeing colour and using colour words is a good way for Bellona speakers to ‘update their rationality’ (in 

particular if they would want to be part of the western world), but they would not be irrational to see no colours 

– though being as able as colour see-ers to discriminate colours in standardised experiments. (Throughout I’m 

assuming people who are not colour-blind.) 

 

As it happened the Munsell paradigm concluded that Bellona had three BCTs, because the researchers were told 

(in English) that Bellona had ‘three mothers of colour’. Of course this is merely anecdotal evidence. But when 

asked to point to the borders and the best examples of their three ‘mothers of colour’ on the Munsell chart, the 

Bellona gratified the researchers again, thus objectifying their mothers of colour and enlisting Bellona as being 

at stage III in the evolutionary Berlin and Kay sequence.11 It is not merely that ‘identification [of BCTs] may be 

correct or erroneous, accurate, imprecise, or mistaken’ [137]. Because identifying BCTs in Bellona ‘involves an 

                                                             

11 Today Bellona is at stage VII or VIII, as would be confirmed by anybody who would care to travel there and 

carry out the appropriate Munsell experiments. 
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element of interpretation, because it is couched in my own language, which I myself, on reflection, recognise to 

be heavily laden or infected with old beliefs and theories’ [137], we may come to realise that the alleged  

identification of BCTs in Bellona is not erroneous or imprecise, but completely nonsensical. From the 

perspective of the anecdotal paradigm it is not the case that it is providing ‘a form for critique of the older 

theory as involving assumptions that go beyond the prior deliverances of experience’ [152]. In this case there 

are no prior deliverances of experience in the relevant sense. The anecdotal paradigm is concerned that ‘what we 

really lived through’ [123] not only ‘goes beyond the experience we have so far’ [125], but that in the case of 

linguistic anthropology, ‘the experience we have so far’ [125] varies with the parameter ‘we’. What is at issue 

here is not merely that ‘we are historically situated [; that we] rely and must rely on our pre-understanding, our 

own language, and our prior opinion as they are now and go on from there’ [139]. The problem is that the 

reference of ‘we’ and ‘our’ is highly ambiguous in the colour war.  

 

conclusion 

As Teller (2001: 145) commented on van Fraassen’s work: ‘I am driven to conclude that all human 

representational interactions with the world have important things in common with the way van Fraassen thinks 

only the theoretical side works.’ And as van Fraassen (1986) himself said: ‘Our conceptual system, when 

brought to light, becomes a text that deconstructs itself’. That is what is happening to colour talk when 

conceptually embodied in the Munsell paradigm and deconstructed by the anecdotal paradigm. 

 

Giving up the objectifying method in terms of ‘controlled experiment and observation’ (in this particular case) 

and dropping the distinction between seeing and seeing as doesn’t mean we’ll disappear in the abyss of 

relativism or that we all live in totally incommensurate worlds. It means that in this case the anecdotal stance is 

the right empirical stance, not the metaphysics of ‘controlled experiment and observation’. The stance of 

dropping the objectifying method and favouring objectifying anecdotes is not a new metaphysics or claiming 

space for empathetic exploration in a cross-cultural context, but radical empiricism. For the radical empiricist 

the Munsell paradigm is embedded in the metaphysics of isomorphy and the Myth of the Given.  

 

In addressing the difficult question as to what is involved in the commitment of ‘calling us back to experience’ 

[47], the anecdotal method is as objective as can be, for the task at hand. Much more would need to be said as to 

the details of this method and in what sense it can be as objective as can be, but there is a good reason why the 
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anecdotal method should be free to direct its rhetoric in all kinds of directions. The moment it is made more 

precise, it will be abundantly clear that it misses some of the necessary features of the objectifying method, 

whereas the Munsell method passes that test gloriously. If the rhetoric of the anecdotes doesn’t convince that the 

anecdotal is the better empirical stance (in this particular case), than only more anecdotes and ‘deconstructions’ 

of the Munsell successes might help or nothing might help. What will not help is a ‘rational’ debate in terms of 

the standard of ‘objectifying inquiry’ understood as the method of ‘controlled experiment and observation’. In 

the case of the colour war this standard embodies the metaphysics that the empirical stance should discredit. So, 

I would like to say to the empirical stancers committed to the objectifying method of controlled experiment and 

observation: ‘look around you, take part, welcome to the world’ [62], where not everybody shares the same 

‘prior deliverances of experience’ [152]. 
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